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Abstract It can be shown empirically and theoretically
that inferences based on established metrics used to assess

multisensory integration with BOLD fMRI data, such as

superadditivity, are dependent on the particular experi-
mental situation. For example, the law of inverse effec-

tiveness shows that the likelihood of finding superadditivity

in a known multisensory region increases with decreasing
stimulus discriminability. In this paper, we suggest that

Sternberg’s additive-factors design allows for an unbiased

assessment of multisensory integration. Through the
manipulation of signal-to-noise ratio as an additive factor,

we have identified networks of cortical regions that show

properties of audio-visual or visuo-haptic neuronal con-
vergence. These networks contained previously identified

multisensory regions and also many new regions, for

example, the caudate nucleus for audio-visual integration,
and the fusiform gyrus for visuo-haptic integration. A

comparison of integrative networks across audio-visual and

visuo-haptic conditions showed very little overlap, sug-
gesting that neural mechanisms of integration are unique to

particular sensory pairings. Our results provide evidence
for the utility of the additive-factors approach by demon-

strating its effectiveness across modality (vision, audition,

and haptics), stimulus type (speech and non-speech),
experimental design (blocked and event-related), method

of analysis (SPM and ROI), and experimenter-chosen

baseline. The additive-factors approach provides a method
for investigating multisensory interactions that goes

beyond what can be achieved with more established met-

ric-based, subtraction-type methods.
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Introduction

The field of multisensory processing has grown from one

largely based around behavioral measurements in humans

and studies using single-unit recording in animals to one
that is also informed directly about human neurophysiol-

ogy by non-invasive measures like blood oxygenation-level
dependent (BOLD) fMRI. Early studies of multisensory

integration using fMRI noted that, because fMRI measures

are derived from populations of neurons, the criteria for
inferring convergence of sensory signals must be different

for the two techniques (Calvert et al. 2000). Neuronal

convergence, or the convergence of multiple sensory
streams onto the same neuron (Meredith et al. 1992), is

easily defined for single-unit recordings. If the response of

a neuron to one sensory input is modulated by a second
sensory input, that is evidence of neuronal convergence. If

populations of neurons were homogenous in function, the

assessment of neuronal convergence would be the same for
populations; however, it cannot be assumed that the pop-

ulations of neurons measured using fMRI are homogenous.
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As such, we must rule out the possibility that the BOLD

response is not merely showing areal convergence, where
sensory streams converge onto a brain region or voxel

without interacting with each other. Distinguishing

between areal and neuronal convergence with BOLD fMRI
is a fundamental issue in functional neuroimaging. If

multiple sensory streams converge on an area, but do not

synapse onto the same neurons, the area should not be
considered a site of integration.

In a majority of single-unit recording studies, multi-
sensory integration in a single neuron is defined using the

maximum rule. This rule has a clear analytic basis: an

increase in spike count with a multisensory stimulus over
and above the maximum count produced by a unisensory

stimulus necessarily indicates that the cell was influenced

by more than one modality of sensory input (S1S2 [
S1 \ S2). The maximum rule, however, does not apply well

to measurements like BOLD fMRI, which are pooled

across multiple units. Animal models suggest that multi-
sensory brain areas contain a heterogeneous mix of uni-

sensory and multisensory neurons. It has been shown

mathematically that the presence of two types of unisen-
sory neurons in a population without any multisensory

neurons is enough to elicit BOLD activation that exceeds

the maximum rule (Calvert et al. 2000, 2001). Thus,
although multisensory activation exceeding the maximum

rule indicates that sensory streams converge on an area

(areal convergence), it cannot verify the presence or
absence of neuronal convergence (Stevenson et al. 2007).

Calvert et al. (2000) were the first to suggest the use of

a superadditivity criterion or sum rule (S1S2 [ S1 ? S2)
to assess multisensory integration with functional neuro-

imaging measures. Because BOLD responses can be

modeled as a time-variant linear system (Boynton et al.
1996; Dale and Buckner 1997; Glover 1999; Heeger and

Ress 2002), the null hypothesis when using the superad-

ditivity criterion is that a multisensory stimulus will
produce activation equal to the linear sum of the activa-

tions with the component unisensory stimuli. The pres-

ence of multisensory neurons can be inferred if the
activation with the multisensory stimulus exceeds the

criterion. Although a few early studies (Calvert et al.

2000, 2001) made good use of superadditivity, later
studies suggested that the criterion was too strict and

should be replaced by more liberal criteria such as the

maximum and mean rule. These suggestions were driven
from empirical evidence that the false-negative rate with

superadditivity was too high for voxels in known multi-

sensory areas (Beauchamp 2005). Thus, although the
superadditivity criterion has been the clear choice for

researchers based on theoretical grounds, it proves diffi-

cult to use in practice. In the remainder of this article, we
suggest theoretical grounds for why superadditivity (and

in fact all of the rules described above) are inappropriate

for use with BOLD fMRI. We also provide an alternative
criterion for assessing neuronal convergence, and present

new findings based on that criterion.

Neuronal spike counts are measured on a ratio scale, a
scale that has an absolute zero. BOLD responses, how-

ever, are not. Instead, BOLD responses measure only the

relative change from a control condition or baseline (the
BOLD level from which the relative change is measured

will henceforth be referred to as ‘baseline’). For BOLD
measurements, ‘zero’ is not absolute, but is entirely

dependent on what each particular experimenter chooses

to use as their experimental baseline (Binder et al. 1999;
Stark and Squire 2001). Thus, BOLD signals are mea-

sured on an interval scale at best (Stevens 1946). The

use of an interval scale affects the interpretation of the
superadditivity metric due to the fact that measuring the

superadditivity criterion is reliant upon summing two

unisensory responses and comparing to a single multi-
sensory response. Because the responses are measured

relative to an arbitrary baseline, the baseline has a dif-

ferent effect on the summed unisensory responses than
on the single multisensory response. Superadditivity for

audio-visual stimuli is described according to the fol-

lowing equation:

A þ V\AV ð1Þ

but, it is more accurately described by:

A % baselineð Þ þ V % baselineð Þ\ AV % baselineð Þ; ð2Þ

This can be rewritten as:

A þ V % 2&baseline\AV % 1&baseline: ð3Þ

Equation 3 clearly shows that the baseline activation level
has twice the influence on the left side of the than on the

right, making the sensitivity of superadditivity reliant on

the experimenter-chosen baseline. As the activation level
of the chosen baseline approaches the activation level of

the stimulus conditions, superadditivity becomes more

liberal (see Fig. 4). There are many parameters in neuro-
imaging studies that can affect the difference in activation

between the stimulus and baseline conditions. Thus, this

property of the superadditivity criterion may explain why
similar experiments from different laboratories produce

different findings when that criterion is used.

Another approach to assessing neuronal convergence
with BOLD fMRI is to use the method of additive factors

(see Appendix 1 for an in-depth description) (Sternberg

1969b). Take, for example, an experiment in which accu-
racy is measured for detecting the presence of a cue, and

that cue can be auditory, visual, or a combined audio-visual

cue. Dependence or independence of the two sensory
processes could be inferred from a comparison of the
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unisensory and multisensory conditions, but that inference

would be based on several assumptions about accuracy
measurements. Adding an additional orthogonal factor to

the experimental design, such as varying the detectability

of the cues, allows for assessment of the dependence of the
two processes with fewer assumptions. If the added factor

alters the relationship between the two modalities, then the

two processes are dependent. If there is no interaction, then
they are independent. The additive-factors method can be

applied to any dependent measurement, including BOLD
activation (Sartori and Umilta 2000), and provide a sig-

nificant improvement over subtraction methods (Donders

1868) for assessing interactions between two processes
(Townsend 1984).

The additive-factors method is based on examining

relative differences in activation across the levels of the
added factor; therefore, the results are not influenced by

the numerical value of the baseline. The relative differ-

ences across two levels of an added factor for an audio-
visual multisensory integration experiment would look

like this when an interaction between processes was

present:

DA þ DV 6¼ DAV : ð4Þ

This expression can be rewritten as follows:

A1 % A2ð Þ þ V1 % V2ð Þ 6¼ AV1 % AV2ð Þ; ð5Þ

where A1, A2, V1, V2, AV1, and AV2 represent the

modality-specific stimuli across two levels of the added
factor. As with superadditivity, each of these BOLD

measures is actually a change from a baseline, which when

written explicitly, make the equation:

A1 % baselineð Þ % A2 % baselineð Þð Þ
þ V1 % baselineð Þ % V2 % baselineð Þð Þ 6¼

AV1 % baselineð Þ % AV2 % baselineð Þð Þ: ð6Þ

The important point is that the baseline variables cancel out
for the additive-factors design. Thus, in contrast to super-

additivity, the numerical value of the difference between

stimulus and baseline conditions has no effect when the
method of additive factors is used.

Here, we use the additive-factors approach to assess

neuronal convergence with data from four experiments. In
Experiments 1 and 2, using a blocked additive-factors

design, we found evidence of integration in new brain

regions, including the caudate nucleus and fusiform gyrus.
Findings from these experiments in conjunction with

Experiments 3 and 4 demonstrate the reliability of the

additive-factors design across blocked and event-related
experimental designs, different stimulus types, and com-

binations of sensory modalities (i.e., audio-visual and

visuo-haptic).

Methods and materials

Experiment 1: audio-visual blocked design

Participants

Participants included 11 right-handed subjects (6 female,

mean age = 26.5). One participant was excluded from
analysis due to excessive motion during scanning. All

participants signed informed consent, and the study was

approved by the Indiana University Institutional Review
Board.

Stimuli

Two-second AV recordings of manual-tool stimuli were

presented in audio-only, video-only, or AV conditions. The
additive factor in this experiment was signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR). Three levels of SNR were used, associated with

behavioral accuracy levels of 72, 87, and 100% recognition
on a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task. Levels of

stimulus saliency were created by varying the root mean

squared contrast of the visual stimulus and root mean
squared amplitude of the auditory stimulus while holding

external noise constant (Stevenson et al. 2007; Stevenson

and James 2009). Visual noise was Gaussian, clipped at
two standard deviations. Auditory noise was the ambient

acoustic noise produced by the MRI, which also approxi-
mates a clipped Gaussian distribution. Stimuli were the

same 2-s AV recordings of manual tools previously used in

Stevenson and James (2009).

Scanning procedures

Each imaging session included two phases: functional lo-

calizer runs and experimental runs. Functional localizers

consisted of high-SNR stimuli presented in a blocked
stimulus design while participants completed an identifi-

cation task. Each of two localizer runs began with the

presentation of a fixation cross for 12 s followed by six
blocks of A, V, or AV stimuli. Each run included two

blocks of each stimulus type, with blocks consisting of

eight, 2-s stimulus presentations, separated by 0.1 s inter-
stimuli intervals (ISI). New blocks began every 28 s sep-

arated by fixation. Runs ended with 12 s of fixation.

Experimental runs were identical in design to the localizer
runs, but varied in SNR levels. Each run included A, V, and

AV blocks at one SNR level. Four runs were presented at

high SNR, four at medium, and four at low, for a total of 12
experimental runs. Block orders were counterbalanced

across runs and run orders were counterbalanced across

participants.
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Imaging parameters and analysis

Imaging was carried out using a Siemens Magnetron Trio
3-T whole body scanner, and collected on an eight-channel

phased-array head coil. The field of view was 22 9

22 9 9.9 cm, with an in plane resolution of 64 9 64 pixels
and 33 axial slices per volume (whole brain), creating a

voxel size of 3.44 9 3.44 9 3 mm, re-sampled at

3 9 3 9 3 mm. Images were collected using a gradient
echo EPI sequence (TE = 30 ms, TR = 2,000 ms, flip

angle = 70") for BOLD imaging. High-resolution

T1-weighted anatomical volumes were acquired using a
Turbo-flash 3-D sequence (TI = 1,100 ms, TE = 3.93 ms,

TR = 14.375 ms, flip angle = 12") with 160 sagittal slices

with a thickness of 1 mm and field of view of 224 9
256 mm (voxel size = 1 9 1 9 1 mm).

Imaging data were pre-processed using Brain Voy-

agerTM 3-D analysis tools. Anatomical volumes were
transformed into a common stereotactic space (Talaraich

and Tournoux 1988). Functional data were aligned to the

first volume of the run closest in time to the anatomical
data collection. Each functional run was then aligned to the

transformed anatomical volumes, transforming the func-

tional data to a common stereotactic space across partici-
pants. Functional data underwent a linear trend removal,

3-D spatial Gaussian filtering (FWHM 6 mm), slice scan

time correction, and 3-D motion correction. Whole-brain,
random-effects statistical parametric maps (SPM) of the

group data were calculated using Brain VoyagerTM general

linear model (GLM) procedure.

Experiments 2, 3, and 4: visuo-haptic blocked design

and audio-visual event-related designs

Methods for Experiment 2 were reported previously in

Kim and James (2009, under review), where the resulting
data from individual ROIs (n = 7) were submitted to

standard analyses. Stimuli were three-dimensional novel

objects consisting of four geometric features, sized such
that they could be held in one hand and manipulated. For

visual presentation, subjects viewed images of the objects

projected onto a rear-projection screen. The additive
factor in this experiment was also SNR, or stimulus

quality. Two levels of stimulus quality were used, asso-

ciated with behavioral accuracy levels of 71 and 89%
recognition on a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC)

categorization task. Visual stimuli were degraded in the

same was as Experiment 1, that is, external noise was
added and stimulus contrast was lowered. Performance

thresholds of 71 and 89% were found for individual
subjects by manipulating stimulus contrast. For haptic

presentation, the experimenter placed each object on an

angled ‘‘table’’ on the subject’s midsection. The subject

then haptically explored the object. Haptic stimuli were

degraded by having subjects wear gloves and by covering
the objects with layers of thick felt fabric. Performance

thresholds of 71 and 89% were achieved by manipulating

the number of layers of felt. Although conceptually the
details of the haptic degradation are different than the

visual degradation, practically, both methods were suc-

cessful at lowering performance by degrading stimulus
quality. For visuo-haptic presentation, visual and haptic

presentations were performed simultaneously with mat-
ched performance levels across sensory modality. Other

methodological details were the same as detailed under

Experiment 1.
Methods for Experiments 3 and 4 were reported pre-

viously in Stevenson and James (2009), where the

resulting data were submitted to a standard analysis
using the superadditivity metric. In short, 2-s AV

recordings of manual tools (Experiment 3, n = 11) or

speech (Experiment 4, n = 11) stimuli were presented in
audio-only, video-only, or AV conditions. Tool stimuli

were a hammer and a paper cutter, with the visual

component including the actor’s hand performing a
functionally appropriate action with the tool. Speech

stimuli were single-word utterances, with the visual

component being video of the whole face of the speaker.
The additive factor in these two experiments was also

SNR, defined in the same way as Experiment 1. Five

levels of SNR were used, associated with behavioral
accuracy levels of 55, 65, 75, 85, and 95% recognition

on a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task. SNR

levels associated with these behavioral accuracies were
found for each individual participant in a pre-imaging

session utilizing an interleaved psychophysical staircase

described previously in Stevenson and James (2009).
Also, a noise condition was included in which noise in

the absence of a stimulus was presented in both audio

and visual modalities. In Experiment 4, the fixation
condition was also calculated as a baseline in order to

assess the effects that differential baselines may have on

the superadditivity criterion. Other methodological details
were the same for all four experiments and are described

in detail under Experiment 1.

Results

Whole-brain analysis in Experiments 1 and 2

In order to identify regions of interaction across modality
type and saliency level in Experiment 1, a conjunction

of the following three contrasts was used (with H, M,

and L, referring to high, medium, and low saliency,
respectively):
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AH % AMð Þ þ VH % VMð Þ[ AVH % AVMð Þ

AH % ALð Þ þ VH % VLð Þ[ AVH % AVLð Þ

AM % ALð Þ þ VM % VLð Þ[ AVM % AVLð Þ

A number of regions were identified in which the summed

unisensory difference and multisensory differences were
not equal. Regions with both positive (DA ? DV [ DAV,

inverse effectiveness) or negative (DA ? DV \DAV)

interactions were identified (see Fig. 1; Table 1) with a
minimum voxel-wise t value of 4.0 (P \ 0.003), but with

the additional statistical constraint of a cluster threshold

correction of 10 voxels (270 mm3). The cluster threshold
correction technique used here controls false positives,

with a relative sparing of statistical power (Forman et al.

1995), which was important for studying the small effect
sizes seen between our experimental conditions. Support

for statistical criteria similar to these has been documented
elsewhere (Thirion et al. 2007).

The null hypothesis of sensory independence predicts

that the summed unisensory difference would be equal to
the multisensory difference across the added factor of

stimulus saliency (DA ? DV = DAV), while significant

differences (DA ? DV = DAV) indicate an interaction
between sensory streams. In our data, two distinct patterns

of interaction were found. The first type of interaction,

DA ? DV [ DAV, indicates that as a stimulus becomes

more degraded, the BOLD response amplitude with uni-
modal stimuli is reduced to a greater extent than with

multisensory stimuli (given the direction of subtraction is

high quality - low quality). In all regions exhibiting this
interaction (see Tables 1, 2), the BOLD response (or

effectiveness) with both unisensory and multisensory

stimuli was directly proportional to the stimulus quality,
that is, as stimulus quality increased, the BOLD response

also increased. A BOLD response combining these two
patterns—direct proportionality between stimulus quality

and BOLD activation and greater multisensory gain with

low-quality stimuli—reflects a phenomenon seen in single-
unit recordings known as inverse effectiveness.

The second type of interaction, DA ? DV \ DAV, indi-

cates that as a stimulus becomes more degraded, the BOLD
response amplitude with unimodal stimuli is reduced to a

lesser extent than with multisensory stimuli (again given

the direction of subtraction is high quality - low quality).
In all regions exhibiting this interaction (see Table 1), the

BOLD response (or effectiveness) with both unisensory

and multisensory stimuli was indirectly proportional to the
stimulus quality, that is, as stimulus quality increased, the

BOLD response decreased. A BOLD response combining

these two patterns—indirect proportionality between

Fig. 1 Audio-visual regions of
neuronal convergence. Results
from Experiment 1 identified
regions showing a positive
interaction between modality
and stimulus saliency
(DA ? DV [DAV, in orange) or
a negative interaction
(DA ? DV \DAV, in blue) as
identified by a whole-brain SPM
analysis
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stimulus quality and BOLD activation and smaller multi-

sensory gain with low-quality stimuli—has not been pre-
viously described in either single-unit or BOLD fMRI

studies. Because BOLD activation, or effectiveness, and

multisensory gain are inversely related, this interaction is
similar to the previously described phenomenon of inverse

effectiveness. However, this interaction differs from

inverse effectiveness because stimulus quality and BOLD
response are indirectly related. Therefore, we will call this

effect indirect inverse effectiveness.
In Experiment 2, regions of interaction across modality

type and saliency level were identified using the contrast

(VH - VL) ? (HH - HL) [ (VHH - VHL). Regions were
identified with a minimum voxel-wise threshold of t = 4.0

(P \ 0.00006) and a minimum cluster-size filter of 10

voxels (270 mm3) to control for multiple comparisons (as
with Experiment 1). All of these regions showed inverse

effectiveness (DA ? DV [ DAV, see Fig. 2; Table 2).

Experiments 3 and 4

In Experiments 3 and 4, Stevenson and James (2009)
identified three regions of interest, an audio-visual region

(STS) defined as a conjunction of regions that showed

activation with unisensory audio and unisensory visual
stimuli, a visual-only region (lateral occipital complex)

defined according to greater activation with visual-only

than with audio-only stimuli, and an audio-only region
(secondary auditory cortex) defined according to greater

activation with audio-only than with visual-only stimuli.

Data from these ROIs were re-analyzed according to our
new additive-factors analysis. BOLD response amplitudes

were calculated for each condition in each ROI. A linear

regression of SNR on BOLD response amplitudes was
performed and showed a highly significant linear trend for

all three stimulus types, [for Experiment 3: A(R2 = 0.78),

V (R2 = 0.92), and AV (R2 = 0.95); for Experiment 4: A
(R2 = 0.91), V (R2 = 0.92), and AV (R2 = 0. 92)]. Within

the AV ROIs, SNR had a strong effect on BOLD activation
in the A, V and AV conditions, with high-SNR trials pro-

ducing the greatest BOLD activation. Pairwise differences

in BOLD activation between all neighboring rank-ordered
SNR levels were calculated, and mean differences were

calculated for each subject from those pairwise differences.

(note, mean pairwise differences were used only because of
the remarkable linear trend across SNR levels. If the trend

had not been linear, then separate metrics would have been

calculated for each pairwise difference, instead of col-
lapsing). Summed mean unisensory differences (DA ? DV)

Table 2 Regions of visuo-haptic neuronal convergence in Experi-
ment 2

Region Talaraich
coordinate

t value P value

DH ? DV [DHV inverse effectiveness

L medial frontal gyrus -13, 56, 0 4.3 \0.00001

R fusiform gyrus 33, -40, -18 4.8 \0.000002

R anterior cerebellum 4.2 \0.00002

L anterior cerebellum 4.6 \0.000004

Fig. 2 Visuo-haptic regions of neuronal convergence. Results from
Experiment 2 identified regions showing a positive interaction
between modality and stimulus saliency (DH ? DV [DHV, in orange)
as identified by a whole-brain SPM analysis

Table 1 Regions of audio-visual neuronal convergence in Experi-
ment 1

Region Talaraich
coordinate

t value P value

DA ? DV [DAV inverse effectiveness

R medial frontal gyrus 13, 36, -12 4.4 \0.002

L medial frontal gyrus -11, 35, -12 4.7 \0.001

R parahippocampal gyrus 34, -11, -19 5.1 \0.0009

L parahippocampal gyrus -25, -7, -19 4.9 \0.001

R superior temporal gyrus 41, -20, 10 4.7 \0.001

L inferior temporal gyrus -55, -32, -21 4.3 \0.002

R posterior cingulate gyrus 7, -48, 28 4.5 \0.002

L posterior cingulate gyrus -10, -51, 25 6.5 \0.0001

L inferior parietal lobule -45, -64, 33 4.8 \0.001

DA ? DV \DAV indirect inverse effectiveness

R insula 35, 19, 10 6.0 \0.0003

L insula -34, 22, 4 6.3 \0.0002

R caudate nucleus 10, 6, 9 4.0 \0.003

L caudate nucleus -9, 5, 7 4.0 \0.003

R anterior cingulate cortex 6, 13, 39 3.4 \0.009

L anterior cingulate cortex -4, 13, 45 3.4 \0.009
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were compared with the mean multisensory difference

(DAV) in each ROI, in both experiments.
Application of this analysis to the AV STS ROIs in both

Experiments 3 and 4 revealed that the multisensory dif-

ference was significantly less than the summed unisensory
difference (DA ? DV [DAV) (for Experiment 3: P \ 0.04,

Fig. 3d; for Experiment 4: P \ 0.004, Fig. 3h), implying

inverse effectiveness and as such, neuronal convergence.
In the A and V ROIs, no such differences were found

between summed unisensory and multisensory differences

(DA ? DV = DAV) (see Fig. 3c, b, f, g, for Experiments 3

and 4, respectively). This null result implies a lack of
convergence in those brain regions.

In order to assess the effect of baseline on the metric of

superadditivity, summed mean unisensory differences and
mean multisensory differences in Experiment 4 were cal-

culated in reference to a second baseline, a fixation con-

dition (in addition to the analysis with the AV noise-only
condition used as baseline as described above) (see

Fig. 4). When fixation was used as baseline, the 65%- and

Fig. 3 Analysis of function
ROIs according to an additive-
factors analysis. Audio (blue),
visual (yellow), and audio-visual
(green) ROIs from Stevenson
and James (2009) were
identified in Experiment 3 with
manual tools (a) and in
Experiment 4 with speech (b).
Responses revealed no
interaction between modalities
in audio (c, g) or visual (b, f)
regions, implying a lack of
neuronal convergence. Audio-
visual regions in STS (d, h)
showed a positive interaction
(DA ? DV \DAV) or inverse
effectiveness, implying
neuronal convergence
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75%-accuracy conditions showed significant superaddi-

tivity (P \ 0.05) and the 85%- and 95%-accuracy condi-
tions did not significantly differ from additivity. When the

AV-noise condition was used as the experimenter-chosen

baseline, none of the conditions showed superadditivity.
In fact, the 75–95% conditions exhibited significant

subadditivity (P \ 0.05). Changing the baseline had no

effect on the interaction seen with our additive-factors
approach, and as such results and significance values are

identical to those reported above.

Discussion

The use of an additive-factors design in which unisensory

and multisensory stimuli were systematically varied across

levels of stimulus salience produced four key findings.
First, multisensory integration of audio-visual object

stimuli occurred throughout a network of brain regions, not

just the established multisensory superior temporal sulcus
(STS). Second, integration of visuo-haptic object stimuli

occurred throughout a network of brain regions that was

Fig. 4 The effect of experimenter-chosen baseline on findings of
superadditivity. Results from Experiment 4 assessed using the
superadditivity criterion with two distinct baselines, fixation (a) and
noise (b). The baseline measure disproportionately affects the

summed unisensory responses, resulting in changes in the level of
superadditivity depending upon which baseline is used. The higher
the baseline relative to the signal being measured, the more liberal the
criterion of superadditivity becomes
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distinct from (i.e., non-overlapping with) the audio-visual

network. Third, as predicted, the superadditivity metric was
influenced by the experimental situation, whereas the

additive-factors design was invariant. Finally, generaliza-

tion of the additive-factors approach was demonstrated
across different stimulus types, different baseline condi-

tions, and different experimental design protocols, without

influencing its reliability.
The additive-factors design was developed by Sternberg

(1969a, b) as an alternative to Donders’ subtraction method
(Donders 1868). By adding an orthogonal factor to an

existing experimental design, the researcher can better

assess the dependence (or interaction) of two processes (in
our case, sensory modalities). If the added factor alters the

relationship between the two processes, then the two pro-

cesses are dependent. Here, we found evidence for two
distinct patterns of BOLD activation across sensory

modalities by our added factor, SNR. The first effect has

been previously described in single-unit recordings as
inverse effectiveness. As SNR decreases, BOLD activation

with the three stimulus conditions decreases, but activation

with the multisensory stimulus decreases much less than
predicted based on the decrease in activation seen with the

unisensory component stimuli (DA ? DV [ DAV; DH ? DV

[ DHV). This effect was seen with both audio-visual and
visuo-haptic stimulus combinations, although the brain

networks that showed the effect did not overlap spatially at

the statistical thresholds used.
The multisensory audio-visual brain network is shown

in Fig. 1. In recent years, the superior colliculus and the

STS have been investigated extensively for multisensory
attributes with both single-unit recordings and fMRI, often,

it seems, to the exclusion of other brain regions. However,

our results, in addition to recent reviews of the literature by
other groups (Doehrmann and Naumer 2008; Driver and

Noesselt 2008), emphasize that integration of audio-visual

stimuli involves a wide-spread network of cortical and
subcortical regions. The regions found in our studies

include the medial frontal gyrus (MFG) (Giard and

Peronnet 1999; Calvert et al. 2001; Molholm et al. 2002;
Senkowski et al. 2007), superior temporal gyrus (STG)

(Kreifelts et al. 2007), inferior temporal lobe (IT) (Sen-

kowski et al. 2007), left inferior temporal gyrus (ITG)
(Dolan et al. 2001; Macaluso et al. 2004; Kreifelts et al.

2007), and inferior parietal lobule (IPL) (Lewis et al. 2000;

Calvert et al. 2001; Macaluso et al. 2004; Sestieri et al.
2006; Senkowski et al. 2007).

The multisensory visuo-haptic brain network is shown

in Fig. 2. With the possible exception of the MFG, this
network was essentially non-overlapping with the audio-

visual network (Fig. 1). And, although evidence for mul-

tisensory activation was found in MFG in both experi-
ments, the actual coordinates of those activations were

relatively distant from each other. In addition to the MFG,

evidence of visuo-haptic integration was found the fusi-
form gyrus (FG). The FG has been previously shown to be

involved in visual face recognition (Puce et al. 1995;

Kanwisher and Yovel 2006), and also haptic face recog-
nition (Kilgour et al. 2005; James et al. 2006); however,

this is the first study to suggest that inputs from the visual

and haptic modalities may converge and be integrated in
the FG.

The second additive-factors effect that was detected was
indirect inverse effectiveness. As SNR decreased, BOLD

activation with the three stimulus conditions increased.

This indirect relationship between stimulus quality and
BOLD response resulted in an inverted relationship

between stimulus quality and multisensory gain (DA ?

DV \ DAV). This effect was only seen with audio-visual
stimulus combinations. The brain regions that showed this

effect (Fig. 1) are the insula, which has long been con-

sidered multisensory, and the caudate nucleus (CN). While
the CN has not been considered multisensory in humans,

the rat CN has been shown to respond to stimuli presented

in somatosensory, auditory, and visual sensory modalities
(Chudler et al. 1995; Nagy et al. 2005, 2006), and the non-

human primate CN receives direct input from ITG, middle

temporal gyrus (MTG), STG, and IPL (Yeterian and Van
Hoesen 1978), regions that themselves are integrative. Also

exhibiting this effect at a lower statistical threshold

(P \ 0.01) was the anterior cingulated cortex (ACC). This
network of brain regions has been previously shown to

respond more when stimuli contain less information or

conflicting information, according to the error-likelihood
hypothesis (Brown and Braver 2005; Brown and Braver

2007). As predicted by this hypothesis, these regions show

an increase in BOLD activation with a decrease in stim-
ulus quality. This response pattern is the opposite of areas

showing inverse effectiveness, which show an increase in

BOLD response with an increase in stimulus quality. It is
this response pattern, where degraded stimuli result in

higher BOLD responses, that drives our finding of indirect

inverse effectiveness.
Our discussion up to this point has focused on the two

interactions seen in these data. It should be noted that a

third type of interaction has been previously reported in the
BOLD signal for visuo-haptic integration (Kim and James

2009, under review) and in single-unit recordings for

audio-visual integration (Allman et al. 2008). Enhanced
effectiveness is seen when stimulus quality is directly

proportional to the BOLD activation (as seen with our

regions exhibiting inverse effectiveness), but shows an
increase in multisensory gain as stimulus quality increases

(as seen in indirect inverse effectiveness). This interaction,

however, was not seen in our analysis. This discrepancy
arises from differences in analysis techniques in these two
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reports. The previous findings of enhanced effectiveness

with visuo-haptic integration were seen within the func-
tional ROIs of individuals, defined as object-selective

regions by an object–texture contrast, while our analysis

was on the group level. The use of ROIs allows for a less
stringent correction for multiple comparisons, resulting

in increased statistical power. This discrepancy, where

significant interactions are seen in ROIs of individuals but
not group-averaged SPMs, is generally known to occur

(Saxe et al. 2006), and has more specifically been reported
in other multisensory studies (Stevenson et al. 2007;

Stevenson and James 2009).

The additive-factors approach provides a much more
reliable and rigorous differential assessment of areal and

neuronal convergence (or integration) than the use of

metrics such as superadditivity and the maximum rule. A
re-analysis of the data in Experiment 4 provides an illus-

tration of this point (Fig. 4). Experiment 4 was conducted

with two different baseline conditions, fixation combined
with MR acoustic noise, and visual Gaussian noise com-

bined with MR acoustic noise. To illustrate the effect that

changes in baseline activation can have on the superaddi-
tivity metric, we re-analyzed the data to explicitly compare

superadditive results with these two different baselines.

When the AV noise condition was used as the baseline, the
65% condition met the superadditive criterion, whereas the

75, 85, and 95% conditions did not (see Fig. 4b). When

fixation was used as the baseline, however, the results
changed: both the 65 and 75% conditions met the super-

additive criterion (see Fig. 4a). Thus, using the superad-

ditivity criterion, the experiment with the fixation baseline
would have produced different findings than the experi-

ment with the noise baseline. Specifically, the use of a

baseline condition that produced greater activation (fixa-
tion in this case), and thus reduced the difference in acti-

vation between stimulus and baseline conditions, makes the

superadditivity criterion more liberal. Because the addi-
tive-factors approach uses relative differences to assess

independence, it is invariant to incidental or experimenter-

chosen differences in the baseline condition.
The additive-factors approach, however, does pose lim-

itations on experimental design. Specifically, the number of

cells in the experimental design is multiplied by the number
of levels of the additive factor. In other words, for an

imaging session of standard length, the number of trials per

condition is divided by the number of levels of the addi-
tive factor. Also, to ascertain the functional relationship

between BOLD response and the additive factor, a dynamic

range of factor levels should be used. In other words, if only
a few levels of the additive factor are used, and those levels

are confined to a narrow interval of the possible levels, the

relationship between BOLD response and the effect of the
additive factor may be misrepresented. In the current

studies, the relationship between SNR and BOLD response

was linear, which was established in Experiments 3 and 4 by
measuring BOLD responses at 5 levels, resulting in 15 total

conditions. Once this linear relationship was established,

the number of levels was dropped to 3 in Experiment 1 and
two in Experiment 2, which increased the number of trials

per stimulus condition, and hence increased statistical

power to the point where, when combined with a blocked
experimental design, there was enough to prepare mean-

ingful whole-brain SPMs while still controlling for the
multiple comparison problem.

The additive factor used in our experiments was a

manipulation of SNR, but other manipulations should pro-
duce similar results. For instance, an early multisensory

integration study by Calvert et al. (2000) reported a region in

STS that responded to congruent AV speech stimuli in a
manner that met the superadditive criterion. The same

region also produced sub-additive activation when the

multisensory combination stimulus was created from
incongruent unisensory component stimuli. It is unclear why

this particular study found activation in STS that met the

superadditivity criterion, while other studies (Beauchamp
et al. 2004; Stevenson and James 2009) have not. What is

clear, however, is that if the pattern of relative difference

between multisensory and unisensory conditions was dif-
ferent across the congruent and incongruent presentations,

that by itself would imply an interaction of the sensory

streams in that area, and this assessment could be made
whether or not the congruent or incongruent conditions

showed either superadditivity or sub-additivity. In Calvert’s

experiment, congruency could have acted as the additive
factor. We believe that less reliance on metrics such as

superadditivity and the maximum rule and more reliance on

the experimental manipulation of factors such as semantic
congruence, SNR, attention, spatial congruence, temporal

synchrony, and perceptual learning will benefit the field of

multisensory research. The additive-factors approach pro-
vides a methodological framework within which to apply

and vary those factors.

In summary, we have applied an additive-factors
approach to the study of multisensory integration with

BOLD fMRI, and through the manipulation of our additive

factor, SNR, we have identified networks of both audio-
visual and visuo-haptic integrative regions that show

properties of neuronal convergence. These regions not only

contain previously identified multisensory regions, but also
new regions, including the caudate nucleus and the fusi-

form gyrus. We provide evidence for its utility across

sensory modality (vision, audition, and haptics), stimulus
type (speech and non-speech), experimental design

(blocked and event-related), method of analysis (SPM and

ROI), and experimenter-chosen baseline condition. The
additive-factor design provides a method for investigating
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multisensory interactions that goes beyond what can be

achieved using more established metric-based, subtraction-
type methods.
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Appendix 1

The additive-factors method

Sternberg’s (1969a, b, 1975) additive-factors method was
originally proposed as a reaction-time paradigm that

improved upon Donders’ subtraction method (1868). The

subtraction method was originally used to measure the time
taken to perform individual ‘stages’ of a given task (sup-

pose the task consists of stages a, b, and c). It supposed that

the difference in time between performing a task with and
without a given stage (b) was equal to the processing time

of that stage:

RT abcð Þ % RT acð Þ ¼ RT bð Þ: ð7Þ

The subtraction method assumes that the insertion of

processing stage b does not in any way effect processing
stages a or c. The additive-factors method avoids this

fallacy of ‘pure insertion’ (among others) assumed by the

Donderian subtraction method (1868) by instead relying
upon the assumption of selective influence, which supposes

that if there is an experimental factor that selectively

influences process a without influencing process b, then the
two processes are independent. Sternberg’s idea was to

manipulate such an experimental factor that changed the

processing time of a process, let us say process a (where a0

includes a manipulated experimental factor). If two

processes (a and b) are not interactive, the manipulation

of the experimental factor will have an additive effect: that
is, the manipulation of the experimental factor will have

the same effect on a condition with processes a and b as it

would on process a alone:

RT abð Þ % RT að Þ ¼ RT a0bð Þ % RT a0ð Þ: ð8Þ

This would suggest that the processes a and b were indeed
separate processes, with the experimental factor selectively

influencing process a. However, if the processes are not
selectively influenced, there will be an interaction between

the processes:

RT abð Þ % RT að Þ 6¼ RT a0bð Þ % RT a0ð Þ: ð9Þ

Such interactive findings indicate a lack of selective

influence of the experimental factor and thus suggest that
processes a and b may not be independent.

Since its inception, the additive-factors method has been
employed by a wide range of disciplines, including pro-

posed usage in fMRI (Sartori and Umilta 2000), and has

been extended and more rigorously generalized (Taylor
1976; Schweickert 1978; Townsend and Ashby 1980;

Ashby 1982; Pieters 1983; Townsend 1984; Ashby and

Townsend 1986; Townsend and Thomas 1994; Wenger and
Townsend 2000; Sternberg 2001). For a more in-depth

overview of the additive-factor method, see ‘‘Discovering

mental processing stages: the method of additive factors’’
(Sternberg 1998).
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